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ABSTRACT
Being placed in highly energetic environments Offshore Renewable Energy (ORE) technologies are
facing hostile environmental and operational conditions. The engineering challenge is formidable as
the system and component design has to be reliable and cost-effective compared to the cost of energy
of other technologies. At the same time raising the required capital investment for project
implementations or technology developments is fraud with difficulty [1], as risk averse investors are
faced with medium-high risk investments that bear additional uncertainties. One of the dilemmas is
that investors understandably demand a proven track record and demonstrated reliability in order to
provide capital. One way to resolve this dilemma is specific component reliability testing that not only
satisfies investor expectations but holds the potential to improve and de-risk components for ORE.
This presentation gives a brief overview to different component reliability test approaches for marine
renewable energy and presents the most recent advances. There has been notable activity in the
research community to develop and use dedicated component reliability test rigs [2,3] allowing the
investigation and demonstration of component reliability under controlled, yet representative
conditions. The presentation also describes the service simulation test approach using the Dynamic
Marine Component test rig (see Fig 1) as an effective approach to utilise existing field load experience
for reliability tests.

Figure 1: Dynamic Marine Component Test rig (DMaC)
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